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said, " a little man with a whip and a megaphone who looks like a.Q:
How to take user input and present on the next line when I type in the
input box "All", the output box should be blank. When I type in a line of
numbers only (ie..1 1 1 1 1 1 1....), the output box should be filled in. If I
type in anything besides numbers in the input box and I type something

in the output box, the output box should remain blank. For example:
Input box: - all Output box: - Input box: 1 1 Output box: 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Input box: hello world Output box: - How to do this? A: The standard

input is a stream of bytes. Each of them has a numeric value you can
use with the >> operator on the file descriptor of a file (or even a

socket, or a pipe) connected to the input. However, you only can read
from that input stream one line at a time. Also, once you're reading a

line, you can no longer read anything before that line; i.e. you can't read
and print the next line, or read and print any previous line. To read all
the numbers and produce all the output at once, you need to store the

input lines somewhere in memory, e.g.: print stored_input_line print
stored_input_line print stored_input_line print stored_input_line print

stored_input_line #... print stored_input_line print stored_input_line print
stored_input_line print stored_input_line You'd put this in a loop to keep
reading new input from the user while you're printing the output, and no

doubt storing it in a buffer that you can output as you like. You should
also read the stdin, chomp it, and store the result somewhere in

memory, so you can do: print stored_chomped_line After you've read
the stored input, you can free up memory by doing:

stored_chomped_line = '' To prevent the user from putting in garbage,
you should check that each input line is a number before you write it to

the output buffer, and check that it's d0c515b9f4
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